FOR OFFICIAL NOTICE BOARD
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY STUDENT UNION Inc.
ELECTION 2010

UNCONTESTED POSITIONS

DECLARATION OF THE POLL

At the conclusion of the Nomination period for the 2010 elections the following students are declared elected to positions for which a poll was not required.

VUSU Executive
Equity Officer
Marshall Nicholas (Fresh)

Melton
Chairperson
Jessica Jacob (Fresh)

St Albans
Chairperson
Kavita Manohar(Fusion)

General Representative
Sameeram Arif (Fusion)
Alice Maria Stoiadin(Fresh)
Stefanie Edwards(Fresh)
Anthea Petrou(Fresh)
Amber Hodgson(Fresh)

Werribee
Chairperson
Breanna Towers(Fresh)

General Representative
Rachel Peirce(Fresh)

Queen Street
Chairperson
Rami Addus(Fusion)

City Flinders
Chairperson
Claire Richardson
General Representatives
Saxon Woodroffe
Katherine Reily
Melissa Arnts
Paige Towers (Fresh)
Rex Barton-Smith

International Students Association (ISA)
Campus Position
Abdul Rahim Yazdari (Fresh) – St Albans
An Pham Hong Nguyen (Fresh) – Footscray Nicholson
Do Tan Khang (Fresh) – Werribee
Wu Yang (Fresh) – Footscray Park
Qian Miao (Fresh) – City Flinders

Victoria University Postgraduate Association (VUPA)
Trudi Aitken (Fresh)
Surahman Kaswi (Fresh)
Sultan Baa (Fresh)
Catherine Lou (Fresh)
Mohammadreza Pourakbar

Muath Altarawneh
Vasambal Manikkam (Sam)
Paul Bronson (Fresh)
Susan Bird (Fresh)

Campus Position
Estty Purwadiani Hidayatie (Fresh) – City Flinders
Muhammad Ali (Fresh) – Footscray Park

Invalid Nominations
The following Nominations are declared invalid for not complying with either the Constitution or the Electoral Regulations.

Caitlin Morrison (Fresh) – Insufficient Nominators
Jenny Phu Yen Le – (Fus1ion) – Unclear Nomination, more than one application on same form.

Russell Woodley
Returning Officer
Russell.Woodley@vu.edu.au
Phone: 9919-4061
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